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Abstract—A method for estimating the thickness of sediments
covering buried layers of deep sea Cobalt-rich Manganese Crusts
(Mn-crusts) from acoustic sub-bottom sonar data, recorded using
an Autonomous Underwater Vehicle (AUV), is described. The
acoustic data is analyzed with a combination of image and signal
processing techniques to identify the optimal reflections coming
from the seafloor and the buried layer. The method is applied
to data collected from a field experiment and the results were
validated using core samples from the same area; showing a high
match. By including buried layers into volumetric estimation of
Mn-crust deposits, resource potential of seafloor areas can be
determined with better accuracy.

I. INTRODUCTION

Cobalt-rich manganese crusts (Mn-crust) as a seafloor de-
posit is increasing in prominence recently as it has high
contents of valuable metals including Cobalt, Nickel, and
rare earth elements [1]–[4]. These hydrogenetic deposits are
formed mainly on the slopes and shoulders of seamounts
ranging from 800m to 2400m [5]. The International Seabed
Authority has assigned exploration slots to several coun-
tries for exploring these resources, and eventually exploiting
them [6].

Different methods of surveying have been attempted by
stakeholders with exploration rights and other researchers
studying Mn-crusts. Physical sampling methods such as core
drills or sampling from an ROV is useful for detailed analysis
and confirmation of Mn-crusts [5], [7], [8]. Towed camera
surveys are used for visual inspection to identify various
seafloor types and the presence of exposed Mn-crust layers [9].
For large area resource estimation, ship based multibeam
bathymetry and backscatter data are used together with other
sensor data such as core samples, sub-bottom sonars, etc. [7],
[10]–[12]. While sampling gives high accuracy thickness mea-
surements with very low spatial resolution, multibeam and
camera studies cannot measure thickness values. This became
further complicated when buried Mn-crust layers were found
below sediments, which cannot be seen in camera images.
Thickness and coverage are important results necessary to
estimate the volume of Mn-crust. In order to accurately esti-
mate the complete resource potential, an integrated approach is
necessary. Attempts to find the resource potential of seamount

scale areas by using multibeam backscatter data by verifying
them with towed video surveys and sub-bottom profiler data is
usually limited by the sparse thickness information collected
by core sampling. In order to get continuous thickness in-
formation, an acoustic probe for in-situ contactless thickness
measurement, and an underwater robot to conduct continuous
surveys using the acoustic probe were developed by the
Institute of Industrial Science of the University of Tokyo [13].
This system has been successfully deployed for Mn-crust
volumetric surveys [14] and is being actively used. Similar
acoustic probes were developed later by other researchers as
well [15], [16].

Fig. 1. Seafloor area mosaics from Mn-crust covered areas, mapped by AUV
Boss-A. (a) nodule (and sediment) covered (b) exposed Mn-crust deposits (c)
Mn-crust partially covered by sediments. This paper attempts to improve crust
detection in mainly areas such as (c)

The proposed paper intends to expand the scope of the
previous work [14] by considering buried crust layers. While
the previous works focused on identifying and estimating
exposed Mn-crust deposits, some sediment covered areas were
found to be having layers below. Later studies found buried
Mn-crust deposits in these areas. This research proposes an
algorithm to calculate the thickness of these sediment deposits.
By including shallow buried, potentially Mn-crust, layers
along with the exposed Mn-crust deposits while estimating
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crust coverage, more accurate volumetric distribution maps
can be made. This method is particularly relevant for areas
intermittently covered with sediments, an example of which is
shown in figure 1(c).

Rest of this paper is organized as follows. A description
of the AUV, the acoustic probe and other sensors used for
survey are described in section II. Section III explains the
algorithm developed for identifying the buried layers in the
sediment and calculating its thickness. Section IV analyzes
data collected during a field survey using the techniques
proposed in section III and validates the results using core
sample data. Conclusions and future work are presented in
section V.

II. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

The data is collected by an AUV, called Boss-A, built by
the Institute of Industrial Science at the University of Tokyo
for surveying Mn-crusts [17]. The AUV surveys the seafloor
from an altitude of ∼ 1.5m using acoustic and visual sensors
as shown in figure 2.

The acoustic system is based on a high power acoustic probe
tuned for measuring Mn-crust thickness [13]. A 200 kHz
signal, modulated on a carrier signal of 2MHz is directed
at the seafloor and the reflections are recorded. The recorded
signal typically consists of reflections from the top of the
seafloor and the bottom of the Mn-crust layer in crust covered
areas. Whereas, in sediment covered areas, presence of a
second reflection indicates a buried layer. The thickness can
then be calculated by multiplying the time delay between the
peak reflections with the velocity of sound in Mn-crust or
sediment as appropriate.

Fig. 2. Boss-A AUV measurement subsystems and components.

Since acoustic measurements are sensitive to the angle of
incidence of the waves on the seafloor, the acoustic probe
is mounted on a double gimbal mechanism which orients it
normal to the seafloor [18]. This is done by calculating the
orientation of the seafloor in real-time, using the data recorded
by the visual system.

The visual system employs a light sectioning method to
generate a 3D colour map of the seafloor using a sheet laser
and a single camera and is based on [19]. The output of the
system is a 3D colour point cloud of the seafloor with a swath
∼ 1.5m which is roughly equal to the survey altitude, and an
across-track resolution of ∼ 1.4mm [14].

III. METHODS AND WORKFLOW

The proposed algorithm builds upon the algorithm built
by the authors in [14], [20], and follows the same concept
of stacking adjacent recorded acoustic signals into an image
frame and performing image analysis techniques, in addition
to typical signal processing techniques to detect layers. The
complete flowchart of the algorithm is given in figure 3.

The signals recorded by the acoustic probe, in the ideal case,
consists of two reflections - one reflection from the top of the
seafloor, i.e. the top of the Mn-crust or sediment layer, and one
from the bottom of the layer. In deep sediment layers, beyond
the penetration depth of the probe, which is ∼ 30 cm as per
the specifications, no secondary reflections will be present.
However, in practice, the data is corrupted by noise arising
due to scattering, multi-path reflections, and seafloor features
such as local inclusions.

Initially, each received signal is analyzed individually to
locate the reflection arising from the seafloor. The seafloor
reflection is usually the strongest reflection. First, the envelope
of the signal is extracted using Hilbert transform. A peak
detection algorithm is then used to detect the local maxima
in the signal. Then, the first peak having a sufficient signal to
noise ratio (SNR) is selected as the seafloor reflection.

The major difference between detecting the bottom re-
flections of Mn-crust layers and the reflections from below
the sediment layers is the intensity, continuity and spread of
the signals. Mn-crust bottom reflections are sharper and can
be detected using the intensity alone. However, in order to
ensure the continuity of the thickness and remove noise from
inclusions, a layer detection algorithm was developed [14].
In contrast, reflections from below the sediment layers are
cluttered, spread over longer time periods and weaker. Also,
there is considerable variation in reflections at different areas.

Therefore, in order to detect buried layers, a different
analysis is performed. First, in order to remove shot noise,
the signal data is initially filtered using a median filter. In
order to obtain a high filtering performance, the resulting data
is processed with a deconvolution based filter, denoted as CSD
Filter in the flowchart shown in figure 3. Since deconvolution
is highly sensitive to noise and noise levels are very high
in underwater measurements, an equivalent operation was
performed by calculating the cross spectral density (CSD)
between the transmitted pulse and the received signal. The
received signal is cropped using a moving rectangular window
and the filter is applied. The signal is then filtered with a
bandpass filter centred around the transmitted signal frequency
of 200 kHz. The 3 dB bandwidth of the result was calculated
to be between 70 kHz and 300 kHz and a filtered pulse is



reconstructed by adding the filtered components, yielding a
high signal to noise ratio.
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Fig. 3. Flowchart showing the analysis of AUV collected data to estimate
the thickness of sediment deposits. The results at each stage of the acoustic
data analysis is shown in figures 5 and 6

In the reprojection step, the CSD filtered acoustic data is
projected into a distance-time axes using the seafloor location.
The recorded data is represented on a time-time axes graph
initially, with x-axis being the time when the signal was trans-
mitted by the acoustic probe and y-axis being the time when
the reflections were received by the probe. After reprojection,
the x-axis is retained, but the y-axis is converted into a distance
scale by multiplying the time with the speed of sound in
sediment. This allows for easy visualization and analysis of the
data with the goal of sediment thickness measurement. Also,
only the relevant portion of the signal having strong reflections
is retained and the rest are discarded. This is achieved by
selecting the CSD filtered data around the seafloor location
detected in the previous step and copying them into a new
image frame.

The acoustic image reconstructed above has a horizontal

resolution depending the speed of the AUV during the survey;
in this case, the authors used a resolution of 0.01m, which
is the approximate average physical distance between two
adjacent pulses when surveying at a speed of 0.2 kn. The
vertical resolution was calculated using equation 1.

Vres =
xshift · νsound

2 · fs
(1)

where νsound is the velocity of sound in sediments, xshift
is the width by which the window is shifted while calculating
the cross-correlation spectrum, and fs = 2MHz is the rate
of sampling of the measured signal. Although this vertical
resolution does not accurately describe all parts of the image
due to the change in speed of sound, it is valid throughout
the sediment region of interest of the signal calculated in the
previous step and thus can accurately describe the reflections
inside the crust. In the example used in this paper, the vertical
resolution was found to be 2.1mm.

Since the areas of interest in the signal are continuous
regions having relatively high intensity values, the signal is
grouped into segments of equal width. Then, detection of the
bottom layer is done using a signal intensity weighted integral
function. For each segment and each potential thickness value,
a cumulative signal level is calculated and the strongest
cumulative sum is selected as the bottom layer. In sediment
filled areas, this can be assumed to be the reflection originating
from the buried layer.

A filtering is then performed to isolate areas covered with
sediment or nodules and discard Mn-crust covered areas using
seafloor classification data. 3D colour reconstruction of the
seafloor, generated from the camera images recorded by the
robot; is classified into Mn-crust, sediment or nodules by
a machine learning algorithm using the method described
in [14]; and is used for this purpose. Finally, a thickness
estimate is made by multiplying the time difference with
the speed of sound in sediment. A sound speed value of
νsound = 1640m/s is used, which is calculated using the
formula given by [21] for grain size values measured from the
Mn-crust covered seamounts. The thickness of the Mn-crust
is calculated separately using the previous method.

IV. RESULTS FROM FIELD SURVEYS

The proposed method is used to analyze a portion of the
data collected by AUV Boss-A, during field deployments
at an undisclosed location. Since core samples were also
collected from this area by Japan Oil, Gas and Metals National
Corporation (JOGMEC) using the Benthic Multi-coring Sys-
tem (BMS); this data was borrowed to validate the proposed
method.

The seafloor patch which was analyzed is about ∼ 18m
in length and ∼ 1.7m in width and lies at a depth of ∼
1337m. Figure 4 shows the 3D reconstruction of the surveyed
area as top view and bathymetric map. Most of the seafloor
is covered in sediments with rocky crusts projecting out in
places, particularly in the middle and extreme right of the
figure.



Fig. 4. (a) Top view of 3-D reconstruction (b) bathymetric map with
hillshading of a seafloor patch ∼ 18m in length from the area surveyed
by the AUV. This section contains mostly sediments with occasional rocks
projecting out. Four of the samples from this area, collected using the BMS
system, are used for validating the proposed algorithm. Their locations are
shown as red triangles marked 1 to 4.

Fig. 5. Steps in analyzing the acoustic data corresponding to the seafloor
patch shown in figure 4. (a) acoustic data recorded by the probe plotted
on a logarithmic scale (b) processed signal after CSD filtering, showing the
buried layer more clearly (c) the detected seafloor reflection, plotted over the
Hilbert transformed acoustic data (d) seafloor classification, made from the
3D reconstruction, matched with the acoustic data.

Fig. 6. Analysis steps leading up to the thickness of the sediment layer. (a)
CSD filtered acoustic data aligned to the seafloor reflection. The seafloor is
denoted as 0mm and distance is calculated w.r.to it (b) integrated intensity
value for a segment width of ∼ 50 cm (c) best thickness candidate for each
segment, shown as a green line (d) estimated thickness of the sediment layer.

The acoustic data and the results at various stages of pro-
cessing are shown in figures 5 and 6 . The raw acoustic data
collected is shown in figure 5(a). Although it is plotted on a log
scale, the buried layer reflections are not clearly visible. The
resultant data after CSD filtering is shown in figure 5(b), which
clearly shows the below sediment reflections. Figure 5(c)
shows the Hilbert transformed signal and the detected seafloor
reflections. Figure 5(d)shows the classification of seafloor
made from the 3D reconstructions as a colour overlay over
the corresponding acoustic signal.

The reprojected signals are shown in figure 6(a). The signal
is segmented at a width of 50, which is approximately 50 cm
and the cumulative signal values are estimated as shown in and
the final thickness values estimated are shown in figure 6(b).
The segments having the strongest cumulative intensity is
shown in figure 6(c), plotted as green lines over the reprojected
signals. The final thickness estimate for the sediment deposit,
filtered with the classification data, is plotted in figure 6(d).

A validation of the results was performed using core sam-



ples collected by the BMS from near the survey transect.
Figure 7(a) shows the locations of the samples on the transect
using red triangles. The locations of acoustic measurements
made by Boss-A are shown using red dots in the same image.
A total of 4 samples were used, with sediment cover varying
from 6mm to 124mm in thickness. The Mn-crust layer on
these samples was of the order of several tens of millimeters
on Calcareous conglomerate substrate. The acoustic data is
shown in figure 7(b); and the detected seafloor and buried
layer reflections, along with the classification data are shown
in figure 7(c). The calculated thickness values are plotted in
figure 7(d) in black. The BMS measurements, mapped to the
nearest thickness measurement are shown using red bars and
the exact values are denoted above the figure.

It can be seen that samples 2,3 and 4 matches the thickness
estimates closely, indicating the validity of the proposed
method. Since the estimate is in steps, continuity of the
thickness information is resolved into step size, which in turn
depends on the segment width. A longer segment skips over
continuous thickness variations, but is robust to noise such as
local inclusions and signal level changes. The authors found
that a value of 50 cm provides a good balance.

There is a large difference between BMS1 (6mm) and the
nearest thickness estimate (70mm). On close inspection, it
can be seen that these two points are about 50 cm away from
each other. BMS1 is positioned between several exposed Mn-
crust pieces, indicating that the sediment between them could
be thin. Since the measurement point is further away, the
sediment layer could be thicker. Also, the stronger filtering and
amplification are performed to locate the below seafloor layers,
makes it harder to identify the transition points where the
exposed crust goes under the sediment deposits and becomes
the buried layer. However, visual data which is collected along
with the acoustic data can be used to detect these regions, but
is out of scope of the present work.

While the proposed algorithm estimates the thickness of the
sediment layer, it cannot identify the type of the buried layer
or determine the thickness of the Mn-crust layer, if present.
However, the sediment thickness in itself is valuable infor-
mation and an estimate of the thickness can be interpolated
from neighboring exposed Mn-crust areas, albeit less accuracy.
Further verification of the proposed algorithm is planned using
a testbench setup. Also, while the present study only analyzed
a short section of the seafloor, the algorithm must be scaled to
analyze the large volumes of data collected using the robot.

V. CONCLUSION

The authors proposed a method for detecting shallow buried
layers of potential Mn-crust deposits in sub-bottom acoustic
data collected by an AUV. This was achieved by stacking sub-
sequent acoustic pulses into a frame and performing image and
signal processing techniques to detect an optimal buried layer.
The results were validated using core samples collected from
near the surveyed area. Further validation is being planned
by desk experiments. By incorporating potential Mn-crust
layers below shallow sediments into the volumetric distribution

estimates, in addition to exposed Mn-crust deposits, enhanced
estimates of Mn-crust distribution can be made for large areas
using autonomous robotic surveys, including past surveys.
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Fig. 7. Results and validation of the thickness estimates using samples collected by the BMS (a) 3D map (top view) of the area surveyed by AUV Boss-A
showing the location of the acoustic measurements and BMS sampling locations (b) processed acoustic data from the area clearly showing buried layers
(c)seafloor and buried layer detection plotted over the acoustic data and the seafloor classification data, made using the visual data (d) sediment thickness
values estimated by the algorithm (black) compared with the thickness values measured by the BMS system (red). The exact BMS thickness values are noted
above the figure. Mn-crust thickness values are not shown.




